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This paper presents a verification method based on a modal logic for the LOTOS 
language. The method has been inspired by the works on veri:fication methods for the 
CCS language. These works are extended in this paper to the LOTOS operators (parallel, 
enabling and disabling). It is also shown how to decompose a general formula into smaller 
parts in order to be verified by parts of the program which describes a system. A full 
version of this paper is presented in [1]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The veri:fication of distributed systems is a very important step in the software design 
process. The problem of veri:fication can be approached in two different ways: model based 
methods, where the speci:fication is translated into a model expressing the semantics of 
the described system, and axiomatic methods, where the veri:fication is done at the source 
level, speci:fications are considered as formulae describing the expected properties of the 
system. 
The method presented in this paper is related to axiomatic methods. Properties are 
expressed in a modallogic and for each LOTOS operator, a rule is de:fined, which considers 
the composition of properties verified by sub-processes. 

2. A VERIFICATION METHOD FOR LOTOS 

2.1. A logic for specifications 
We shall define a simple modal logic ML, whose formulae express conditions on the 

behavior of processes described with the LOTOS language. This logic defines two modal 
operators <a> and [a]. The semantics of these two operators is given by the following 
rules: 
p f= <a> A if 3 a / p ~ p' and p' f= A 
p f= [a] A if V a, if p ~ p' then p' f= A 
where p f= A means that the process p verifies the property A which is a modal formula. 
p ~ p' means that a process p executes an observable action a to become p '. The 
de:finition of this relation implies also that p can execute a sequence of internal actions 
before a and before reaching the process p '. 

2.2. Satisfaction relation between formulae 
In the previous section we have defined a satisfaction relation, f=, between processes 

and formulae. In this section we shall define the semantic rules for the satisfaction relation 
A o B f= C, between formulae of the modallogic defined in the previous section. 
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This relation is defined essentially to prove properties of the parallel, enabling and dis
abling operators of the LOTOS language. We will show that if it is true that A o B 1= C 
and processes p1 and P2 are such that Pt 1= A and P2 1= B then it can be concluded that 
p1 * P2 1= C (where o is a particular composition relation between formulae and * is one 
of the above mentioned LOTOS operators). 

2.3. Adaptation to LOTOS language 
The adaptation of the relation to LOTOS parallel operators is performed by the three 

relations la, IF et II· Their meanings are stipulated to be: 

A la B f=, C if Vp, q if p 1= A and q 1= B then Pi[gt, .. ,g.,)iq 1= C and G = {g1 , .• ,g,.} 

A IF B 1= C if Vp, q if p 1= A and q 1= B then pllq 1= C 

A II B 1= C if Vp, q if p 1= A and q 1= B then Plilq 1= C 

We propose two new relations between formulae A l> B 1= C and A + B 1= C. Their 
meanings are stipulated to be: 

A l> B 1= C if Vp, q if p 1= A and q 1= B then p » q 1= C 

A+ B 1= C if Vp, q if p 1= A and q 1= B then p [> q 1= C 

The definition of these relations preserves the compositionality of the method. The se
mantica of these relations is defined by the following clauses: 
{1} C 6. C' 1= true 
{2} D 6. D' 1= A iffV CE D, V C'E D', C 6. C' 1= A 
{3} C 6. C' 1= A iff C= false or C'= false 
(4) C 6. C' 1= A V B iff C 6. C' 1= A or C 6. C' 1= B 
{5} C 6. C' 1= A /\ B iff C 6. C' 1= A and C 6. C' 1= B 
where 6. could be one of the following relations : l>, +, IF, II or la and D is in a normal 
form, i.e., D = Dt V .. V D.,. C E D iff 3 i such as C = C;. 
The clauses (1) to (5) are similar to those defined for the CCS language and they are 
defined in the same way for the relations II, la, IF, l> or +. 
In the following, we will give the semantics of the relations II, la and IF· For the relations 
related to the enabling and disabling operators see the full paper [1). 
{6} CII C' 1= <a>B iff3 D, D' 

<a>D E C and D ii C' 1= B or 
<a>D' E C' and CII D' 1= B 

{7} CII C' 1= [a}B iffV D, D' 
if {a}D E C then D II C' 1= B and 
if [a}D' E C' then CII D' 1= B 

The clauses (6) and (7) apply to the interleaving operator of the LOTOS language. For 
the eventuality operator (<a>), the basic action a can either be obtained from the left 
side or from the right side. In the case of the necessity operator ([a)), the basic action a 
can also be obtained from both sides, but both resulting formulae must verify the formula 
B. 
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{8) IF C' f= <a>B iff3 D, D' 
<a>D E C and <a>D' E G' and D IF D' f= B 

{9) C IF C' f= [a]B iffV D, D' 
if [a]D E C then [a]D' E G' and C IF D' f= B and D IF C' f= B 
or 
if [a]D' E G' then [a]D E C and C IF D' f= B and D IF C' f= B 
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The clauses {8) and {9) further describe the semantics of the full synchronization operator. 
The basic action a must be obtained from both sides because this action reflecta a rendez
vous that must be executed by both processes. 
{10) C laC' f= <a>B iff3 D, D' 

if a E G then 
<a>D E C and D la C' f= B and 
<a>D'E C'and Cla D'f= B 

if a(/. G then 
<a>D E C and D la C' f= B or 
<a>D'E C'and Cla D'f= B 

{11) C la C' f= [a]B iffV D, D' 
if a E G then 

if [a]D E C then [a]D' E G' and C la D' f= B and D la C' f= B 
or 
if [a]D' E G' then [a]D E C and C la D' f= B and D la C' f= B 

if a(/. G then 
if [a]D E C then D la C' f= B 
or 
if [a]D' E G' then C la D' f= B 

The clauses {10) and {11) present a combination of the preceding clauses. When the 
action a belongs to the synchronisation set, the result obtained is similar to the result 
of the application of clausesl{S) and {9). If it is not the case, the result is similar to "the 
result obtained by application of clauses {6) and (7). 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presented a proof method for LOTOS based on a modal logic. We have 
shown how to adapt this logic to the parallel LOTOS operators. The main feature of 
this method is the compositionality of the proof of properties. We intend to implement 
this method into our development tool, which already includea a modal formula checker 
for LOTOS specifications. We are also working on extending the method to the LOTOS 
language including data. 
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